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Rotating Axis Grabs
1,500 capacity Model 2038 rotating axis grab.
1,500 capacity Model 2038 rotating axis grab.
Model 2038 gripping pad and wedge assembly.
Rotating axis grab, with manual hand wheels
1,500 lb rotating axis grab, with manual hand wheels
2 ton rotating axis grab, with manual hand wheels
2 ton rotating axis grab, with manual leg movement and motorized rotation
300 lb Model 2038 rotating axis grab
Manual rotating axis grab
Manual rotating axis grab with molded gripping pad inserts
Rotating axis grab for holding & positioning an industrial x-ray machine
Rotating axis grab, fixed legs, motorized rotation
2.5 ton rotating axis grab
Motorized rotating axis grab
Motorized rotating axis grab with motorized bail
Motorized rotating axis grab lifts refractory blocks
Model M2038, 200 lb motorized ring tipper with input conveyor
1,000 lb heliostat reflector rotator
5 ton glass cone rotating axis grab
5 ton glass cone rotating axis grab
5 ton glass cone rotating axis grab - rotating test load from vertical to horizontal
5 ton glass cone rotating axis grab with storage cart
3 ton motorized rotating axis grab for flipping heat treated half-pipes
Set of gripping jaws that attach to half-pipes.
5.5 ton M2038 rotating axis grab
Above pins insert into two different size bands

5.5 ton M2038 rotating axis grab
5 ton rotating axis grab for rotating pinion shafts “Little Cat”
7.5 ton rotating axis grab for rotating gears “Big Cat”
Motorized rotating axis grab with vertical and horizontal rotation